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Technology, Design and Process Innovation in the Built Environment (Spon Research)Taylor & Francis, 2009
Buildings and infrastructure represent principal assets of any national economy as well as prime sources of environmental degradation. Making them more sustainable represents a key challenge for the construction, planning and design industries and governments at all levels; and the rapid urbanisation of the 21st century has turned this...
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Integrated Auditing of ERP SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is designed not to provide detailed audit/review programs for ERP systems but to underline the main concepts involved in each major phase of the ERP life cycle, as well as the major components of ERP systems of special interest to auditors. It is intended to familiarize the reader with the built-in controls in the ERP architecture...
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Introduction to DevOps with Chocolate, LEGO and Scrum GameApress, 2017

	
		Discover a role-based simulation game designed to introduce DevOps in a very unusual way. Working with LEGO and chocolate, using avatars, personas, and role cards, you will gain an understanding of the Dev and Ops roles as well as their interdependencies. Throughout the game, players go through a range of emotions and learn to expand...
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Photographic Atlas of the MoonCambridge University Press, 2002
'The concept of providing a day-by-day photographic guide for observing Lunar features throughout an entire Lunation, specifically aimed at  owners of small telescopes, is excellent ... I recommend the book for those wishing to have a crash course on the Moon's features ...'. Mike Brown, Popular Astronomy

'... it is a splendid guide to...
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Practical Java Machine Learning: Projects with Google Cloud Platform and Amazon Web ServicesApress, 2018

	
		
			Build machine learning (ML) solutions for Java development. This book shows you that when designing ML apps, data is the key driver and must be considered throughout all phases of the project life cycle. Practical Java Machine Learning helps you understand the importance of data and how to organize it for use...
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A Science Comic of Urban Metro Structure: Performance Evolution and Sensing ControlSpringer, 2018

	
		This science comic presents the entire life cycle of the metro system in an accessible and fun way. Just like human beings, a metro system can get sick, and this book introduces its ailments, medical records along with experts’ diagnoses and available treatments. Using cartoons, it enables readers of all levels to quickly...
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Software Exorcism: A Handbook for Debugging and Optimizing Legacy Code (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	IT HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED that the maintenance phase of the typical software project’s life cycle accounts for over 60 percent of the total cost incurred. For all the pomp and circumstance heaped upon the design phase, once the first release has been deployed, most of the resources will be spent on fixing bugs, adding new features, and...
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System Analysis, Design, and Development : Concepts, Principles, and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn to develop systems that meet customer needs and organizational objectives
Successful system development requires formulation and implementation of a sound technical strategy that accurately translates the user's operational needs into a physical solution to comply with their specifications and contract requirements. System Analysis,...
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...
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Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft® Visual Studio® LightSwitch® Unleashed


	Alessandro Del Sole


	 


	Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch represents a breakthrough in business application development for Windows clients, the Web, and the cloud....
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IT Project Portfolio ManagementArtech House Publishers, 2004
While consulting for a large company’s information technology (IT) department, I was asked to help find a way to better manage the various IT projects that were spread among all of its business units. The executives wanted me to research tools that would help them prioritize the projects so they would know which ones were healthy contributors...
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SAS Data Analytic Development: Dimensions of Software Quality (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Design quality SAS software and evaluate SAS software quality


	SAS Data Analytic Development is the developer’s compendium for writing better-performing software and the manager’s guide to building comprehensive software performance requirements. The text introduces and parallels the International...
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